
Absence of Clausal Islands in Shupamem 
1. Introduction 
Shupamem is an Eastern Grassfields Bantu language spoken in the Western Province of central
Cameroon by 400,000 people. Based on original fieldwork, we argue that several domains that
are expected to be syntactic islands fail to behave as such in Shupamem and thus call into
question the universality of certain island configurations. More specifically, we show that clausal
domains including complex NP structures (relative clauses and clausal complements of nouns),
sentential subjects, and a variety of adjunct clauses (temporal clauses, reason clauses, and
conditional clauses) freely permit Ā- extraction from within and therefore do not qualify as
opaque extraction domains. The acceptability of floating quantifiers when wh- clefting out of
these domains strengthens a movement analysis for displaced constituents out of these domains.
Furthermore, we use the licensing of negative concord items in these domains by external non-
local negators to show the availability of non-movement dependencies across purported island
boundaries in the language. 
2. A Lack of Islands 
Due to limitations of space, we illustrate the transparency of these domains for Ā- extraction and 
non-movement dependencies based on a single configuration – the definite relative clause - one 
half of the so-called Complex Noun Phrase Island (1a).  
(1a) Râjè jì [mə̀mbàː juə́ í-jùn ndáp ŋkù:rə̀ nə́].

Raye know.PRS  man REL 3SG-buy.PST1 house yesterday REL.PART

'Raye knows the man who bought the house yesterday.’ 
The grammatical Ā- extraction (both topicalization and focus movement) from definite relative 
clauses extends beyond clause-internal objects (1b) to cover internal subjects and adjuncts as 
well. Ā- extraction out of clausal complements of nouns, sentential subjects, and the all varieties 
of adjunct clauses follows the same pattern.
(1b) à k!́ɣə júə Râjè jì [mə̀mbàː juə́ í-jùn ŋkù:rə̀ nə̀]? 

EXPL what REL Raye know.PRS  man REL 3SG-buy.PST1 yesterday REL.PART.Q 

'What is the x such that Raye knows the man who bought x yesterday?' 
3. Diagnosing Movement  
A wh- movement analysis of data such as (1b) may raise skepticsm. Can we be sure that the 
peripheral wh- expression isn’t base generated in the left periphery and that the island-internal 
gap isn’t a null (resumptive) pronoun, as in left dislocation constructions? We offer four 
arguments that in all Shupamem “island” configurations Ā- movement out of the “island” has 
indeed taken place: a) we observe weak and strong (2) crossover effects; b) we detect Condition 
A- based reconstruction effects (3); c) the purported movements license parasitic gaps inside the 
“islands” (4); d) when a quantified wh- object is focus-clefted out of suspected strong clausal 
island configurations (5a), the object is construed with its in situ quantifier, giving rise to 
admissible floating quantifier constructions (5b).
(2) à wə̀ juə́ ú-ʃáʔʃə̀ [mə̀mbàː juə́ í-j(ɣ́ə̀n-í  nə̀]?

EXPL who REL 2SG-greet.PST1  man REL 3SG-see.PST1-3SG REL.PART.Q
✓ 'Who is the x such that you met the man y such that y saw x?’
* 'Who is the x such that you met the man x such that x saw x?’  



(3) à fítù tû ŋwàr-ì juə́ Mímʃə́ jì [mə̀mbà: juə́ í-j(ɣ́ə̀n
EXPL picture head body-3SG REL Mimshe know.PRS  man REL 3SG-see.PST1
____ nə́].

REL.PART

'It is the picture of himselfi/j that Mimshei knows the manj who saw x.’ 
(4a) * Râjè jì [mə̀mbàː juə́ í-jùn ndáp kà í-ǹ-ʒ(ɣ́ə̀n nə́].
     Raye know.PRS  man REL 3SG-buy.PST1 house before 3SG-PTCP-see REL.PART 
(4b) à k!́ɣə juə́ Râjè jì [mə̀mbàː juə́ í-jùn   ____ kà

EXPL what REL Raye know.PRS  man REL 3SG-buy.PST1 wh before

í-ǹ-ʒ(ɣ́ə̀n         ____ nə̀]?
3SG-PTCP-see REL.PART.Q
'What is the x such that Ray knows the man who bought x before seeing x?’ 

(5a) ú-j(ɣ́ə̀n [ndáp ná kámı́ndà l(̌ɣəm k!́ɣə mə̀ntén nə̀]?
2SG-see.PST1  house REL carpenter keep.PST1 what all REL.PART.Q
'You saw the house where the carpenter kept what all?

(5b) à k!́ɣə juə́ ú-j(ɣ́ə̀n [ndáp ná kámı́ndà l(̌ɣəm ____ mə̀ntén nə̀]?
EXPL what REL 2SG-see.PST1  house REL carpenter keep.PST1 all REL.PART.Q
'What is the x such that you saw the house where the carpenter kept x all?

We also show that considerations of superiority are not useful diagnostics of movement out of 
islands, as the language lacks superiority effects in general. Similarly, idiomatic interpretations 
and sluicing cannot be used to diagnose movement out of islands in the language for independent
reasons. 
4. Other Diagnostics  
An additional argument for the non-island status of the clausal domains under discussion comes 
from negative concord item (NCI) licensing. We demonstrate that NCIs embedded within the 
relevant clausal domains including relative clauses (6) are licensed by matrix negation. Thus we 
argue that the permeability of clausal domains in the language is not limited to Ā- extraction, but 
extends to probes "looking into" such configurations.  
(6a) mə̌-pí mâ ǹ-ʒí-à [mə̀mbàː juə́ í-j(ɣ́ə̀n nʃə̀-m!ǹ nə́].

1SG-PST3 NEG PTCP-know-1SG  man REL 3SG-see.PST1 NEG-person REL.PART 
‘I didn’t know the person that saw anybody.’ 

(6b) * mə̌-pí jí [mə̀mbàː juə́ í-j(ɣ́ə̀n nʃə̀-m!ǹ nə́].
1SG-PST3 know  man REL 3SG-see.PST1 NEG-person REL.PART 

We conclude that Shupamem lacks clausal island effects altogether. Based on an exploratory 
typological survey of islands in African languages, we indicate a trend towards varying degrees 
of island permeability in the area, concluding that while Shupamem is not an isolated example, it
features one of the most permissive grammars known to date in this respect. 


